The U.S. Census Bureau’s Economic Indicators keep the world informed by providing the first official measures of the changing U.S. economy. Our Economic Indicators provide monthly and quarterly data that are timely, reliable, and offer comprehensive measures of the U.S. economy. These statistics cover construction, housing, international trade, retail trade, wholesale trade, services and manufacturing. The data provide measures of current economic activity that allow analysis of performance and inform business investment and policy decisions.

Through the 'Investigating Economic Indicators' webinar series, learn about the Economic Indicators data, how the data can be used, and how you can access the data.

- **Click**: Our webinars are cost free and only one click away! Visit our webinar Web site at [census.gov/econ/webinar](http://census.gov/econ/webinar) to access presentation videos and materials for future, live, and previously recorded webinars.

- **Learn**: Attend live webinars to learn more about Economic Indicators. Learn how other indicator data sources may be relevant to your data needs. Ask questions from the experts!

- **Apply**: Use lessons learned in this series to put U.S. Census Bureau data to work for you. Share our archived webinars with colleagues.

Webinar topics and focus are subject to change.
Measuring Our Economy: A Brief Overview of the Census Bureau’s Economic Indicators
Did you know that the U.S. Census Bureau publishes 13 Economic Indicators that measure the Nation’s economic activity? Learn what these indicators are and what information is available from each.

Navigating Indicator Databases
Have you ever wanted to find specialized indicator data but did not know where to look? In this webinar, learn how to navigate Census Bureau databases to find Economic Indicator data.

Measuring Our Evolving Economy: Exploring the Quarterly Financial Report and the Quarterly Services Survey’s Role in Tracking the Service Industries
Today’s economy is not the same as the production-centered economy of just a few decades ago. As our economy changes, the tools for observing the economic landscape need to be developed and enriched. In this webinar, we will explore how the Quarterly Financial Report and Quarterly Services Survey address the need for timely service sector data in an era where services account for over 50 percent of the Gross Domestic Product.

The Building Blocks of Gross Domestic Product (GDP)
You may already know that the GDP measures economic activity, but do you know how the Economic Indicators data are included? In this webinar, you will learn specifically how the U.S. Census Bureau’s Economic Indicators contribute to the Gross Domestic Product.

Putting Indicator Data to Work for You
Have you considered using Economic Indicator data to grow your business? This webinar will discuss how indicators can aid in the discovery of new opportunities for your business, research, or agency.

Understanding Construction and Housing Statistics
Do you want to learn more about the relationship between New Residential Construction, New Residential Sales, and Construction Spending? Are you interested in how housing and construction indicators relate to other federal and private sector data? In this webinar, we will explore these relationships and clarify common misunderstandings about the data.

Manufacturing, Products, and Goods Across Indicators
Do you want to learn more about the relationship between Manufacturers’ Shipments, Inventories, and Orders (M3), International Trade, and Quarterly Financial Report statistics? Are you interested in how manufacturing indicators relate to other federal data? In this webinar, we will explore the relationships between the different manufacturing-related Economic Indicators.

Wholesale, Retail, and International Trade Indicators in a Global Marketplace
Do you want to increase your understanding of the relationship between Wholesale, Retail, and International Trade? Are you interested in the association between trade indicators and other federal data? In this webinar, we will delve into these intriguing questions and explore connections between the different trade-related Economic Indicators against an ever changing global marketplace.

Relationships between Monthly Indicators to Annual Surveys and 5-Year Economic Censuses
Did you know that every five years, the U.S. Census Bureau conducts an Economic Census that affects monthly Economic Indicators and their annual counterparts? In this webinar, we will discuss how we trend monthly indicator data to the annual surveys and Economic Census.

Visit census.gov/econ/webinar for future updates. Webinar topics and focus are subject to change.

The “America’s Economy” app provides realtime updates for 20 key economic indicators released from the U.S. Census Bureau, Bureau of Labor Statistics, and Bureau of Economic Analysis. The app provides the public access to key economic indicators about the health of the U.S. economy through any IOS or Android smart phone or tablet device.